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This new year will, without doubt, bring many exciting 

opportunities for manufacturers, such as Hanwha Techwin,  

to help system integrators and our distribution partners grow 

their businesses. 

Over recent years, growth in the sales of security cameras, 

recording devices and video management software platforms 

has been fuelled by businesses and organisations recognising the 

need to take their security to a higher level. As IoT devices have 

become more popular over the years, managers responsible for 

security all share the same goals of protecting property, people 

and assets against a context of increasingly sophisticated  

cyber-attacks. 

It is therefore not surprising to learn that the global professional 

video surveillance equipment market is predicted to continue to 

significantly increase over the coming years, with Berg Insight, a 

leading IoT market research provider, estimating that the number 

of cameras installed across Europe and North America will grow 

from a 2019 total of 183 million, to 420.3 million cameras in 2024.

As end-users’ expectations rise as to what they can expect to 

achieve from their video surveillance systems, it is perhaps not 

surprising that another report, produced by Gartner, a leading 

research and advisory company, has suggested the use of AI  

and advanced analytics will significantly increase over the next 

few years. The global business value is expected to reach $3.9T  

by 2022. 

2021 – A year  
of opportunities 

Our product roadmap and sales strategy take into account that 

regardless of whether system integrators are involved with 

complex, mission critical or high security video surveillance 

projects, or just providing security for small office, factory or retail 

applications, these trends and topics are likely to have a major 

impact during the next 12 months and beyond.  

As the company’s recently appointed new Managing Director, and 

on behalf of the Hanwha Techwin Europe team, I wish to thank 

system integrators, as well as our distribution and technology 

partners for their ongoing support. Together, as a consequence of 

the pandemic, we have experienced the most demanding market 

conditions that anyone working within the video surveillance 

industry is likely to have experienced before.

We look forward over the year ahead to providing you with 

products and solutions which will give you a competitive edge and 

generate new sales opportunities. Most importantly, we will strive 

to excel in everything we do, and we will do so with integrity.

Jeff (Chae Won) Lee 
Managing Director 

Hanwha Techwin Europe

Top 5 video surveillance  
trends for 2021
The market research reports and feedback from customers 

give weight to predictions as to what the top trends and 

hot topics will be during 2021:

1. With increased functionality now being included 

in edge-based Deep Learning AI solutions, there is 

likely to be a large increase in the number of devices 

deployed which can process data at the edge.

2. Open platform will facilitate the development of a 

wider array of customised vertical market and end-user 

specific solutions. 

3. The Cloud will be more widely adopted as a business 

insights tool. 

4. Cyber security will become even more crucial with the 

increased use of edge devices.

5. The need to respect data protection and privacy 

regulations, while enabling justifiable use of video 

surveillance technology. 
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Hanwha Techwin
Hanwha Techwin is a subsidiary of Hanwha Corporation,  

a “FORTUNE Global 500” company based in South Korea. 

A global leader in the video surveillance industry, Hanwha 

Techwin offers complete security solutions which encompass 

network and analogue cameras, recording solutions, video 

management software and compression technology. 

Trust and Loyalty
Hanwha’s remarkable story of growth was made possible by our strong corporate culture. 

The core of our culture has always been “trust and loyalty.“ These two words form the 

psychological pillars around which we operate. They are reflected in our company’s core 

values and serve to guide us in how we do business.

To deliver a safer and smarter world
Unleashing the limitless possibilities of video surveillance, focused on a safer and smarter 

future for all. Striving to bring to the market video network solutions which not only 

improve security but deliver intelligent ways of doing business.

Our Vision

Our 
Corporate 
Philosophy

Hanwha Group 
Subsidiaries

Aerospace & Mechatronics
Hanwha Corporation
(Machinery / Explosives)

Hanwha Aerospace

Hanwha Techwin

Hanwha Systems

Hanwha Defense

Hanwha Power Systems

Hanwha Precision Machinery

Solar Energy
Hanwha Q CELLS

Hanwha Energy

Hanwha Solar Power

Services & Leisure
Hanwha Hotels & Resorts

Hanwha Galleria

Hanwha Galleria Timeworld

Hanwha 63 City

Hanwha Station Development

Chemicals & Materials
Hanwha Chemical

Hanwha Total Petrochemical

Hanwha Advanced Materials

Hanwha General Chemical

Yeochun NCC

Finance
Hanwha Investment & Securities

Hanwha Life

Hanwha General Insurance

Hanwha Asset Management

Hanwha Savings Bank

Construction
Hanwha Engineering & Construction

Hanwha City Development
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Hanwha Techwin 
delivers a smarter 
and safer world.

Video network solutions  
which not only improve security 
but deliver intelligent ways of 
doing business.
A leading global security company, Hanwha Techwin has 

built its professional expertise in the video surveillance business 

through its world-leading optical, manufacturing and image 

processing technologies, accumulated for the past 30 years since 

our first launch of a surveillance camera in 1990.

As the world welcomes the 4th Industrial Revolution, we are 

leading the market by taking advantage of next-generation 

technologies, such as Deep Learning, Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

and Business Intelligence (BI) and delivering a smarter and 

safer world, by creating network video solutions which not only 

improve security but provide intelligent ways of doing business. 

By offering cybersecurity that customers can trust and rely on, we 

are growing as a total security solution company which provides 

high satisfaction and value, as well as real-life practical benefits. 

Hanwha Techwin will continuously strengthen its 

development and marketing investments in the security business 

to drive future growth.

History
 2020 –  Launch of Wisenet 7 SoC

 2019 –  World’s first 55x IR PTZ camera launched

 2018 –  Hanwha Techwin Vietnam manufacturing 

subsidiary established

 2017 –  Winner of IF Design Award,  

Red Dot Design Award

 2017 –  Wisenet 5 SoC and Wisenet X camera 

series launched

 2015 –  Hanwha Techwin is formed by strategic 

acquisition by Hanwha Group

 2015 –  Winner of Red Dot Design Award

 2015 –  Wisenet Lite series launched

 2013 –  Wisenet 3 SoC and camera series launched

 2012 –  Winner of Red Dot Design, CES Innovation 

Award - World’s first 37x IR PTZ camera 

launched

 2011 –  B2C business began

 2009 –  Hanwha Techwin Tianjin and Shanghai 

subsidiaries established

 2008 –  Korea’s first 37x optical AF PTZ camera 

launched

 2004 –  Winner 3 analog ISP chip developed

 2001 –   Hanwha Techwin Europe subsidiary 

established

 1997 –  World-class ultra low-light surveillance 

camera launched

 1993 –  Korea’s first auto-iris lens for CCTV cameras 

developed

 1990 –  Video surveillance business established
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Based on its solid core 
of unique technologies,  
Hanwha Techwin 
continues to strengthen 
its competitive edge by 
harnessing the power of new, 
emerging technologies. Core Technologies

Based on long-established optical and image-processing 

technologies, Hanwha Techwin has a competitive  

edge not only in optical lenses but also in SoC cameras  

chipset development. 

As technologies become more advanced and security 

solutions are leveraged across all areas of life, the role  

of security goes beyond just monitoring. It is now being 

utilised in many other ways in order to fulfill the growing 

market demand for built-in analytics capabilities and 

intelligent functionality. 

In order to provide an agile response to this trend, Hanwha 

Techwin will continue to harness the latest advances in 

technology, including Deep Learning AI solutions.

01. Optical design technology

Wisenet offer high performance, high resolution cameras are based on world class 

optical and image processing technologies.

02. SoC design technology 

An outstanding level of System on Chip (SoC) capability is evident in our Wisenet 

SoCs which are equipped with a diverse range of analytics technologies. Wisenet7, 

our most powerful chipset to date, offers industry-leading cyber security 

functionality, as well as delivering clear, sharp images in all lighting conditions.

03. Intelligent Analytics technology

Hanwha Techwin provides exclusive solutions for intelligent analysis thanks to its 

unique deep learning AI based analysis algorithms.

Engineered in Korea
Hanwha Techwin’s R&D (Research and Development) Center, is located in Pangyo 

Techno Valley, Gyeonggi-do, South Korea. The large R& D complex, which is focused on 

state-of-the-art technology and innovation, is also a home to many other of Korea’s world 

leading companies. In the middle of the R&D hub, Hanwha Techwin is developing a 

variety of advanced technologies helping to drive the global video surveillance industry 

toward the future.
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High-tech Powered in Vietnam
Hanwha Techwin’s manufacturing subsidiary in Vietnam (HTSV), 

which has been in operation since 2018, has enabled us to expand 

our global production capability as well as strengthening cost 

competitiveness. Through automation and smart systems, Hanwha 

Techwin has built sophisticated and fast-moving manufacturing 

lines to produce all its product line-ups, including cameras and 

storage devices. All products produced in HTSV go through an 

extensive quality assurance process. The products are sold globally, 

and represent 75% of Hanwha Techwin’s total sales.

We utilise smart 
manufacturing processes 
to ensure our products 
are reliable 24/7
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Hanwha Techwin  

Global network
Hanwha Techwin is a Korean company with a long legacy 

of designing and developing innovative solutions for the video 

surveillance market. We have a global footprint with over 800 

distributors and 16,000 partners in 100 countries worldwide.

Hanwha Techwin 
Vietnam

Hanwha Techwin 
Singapore

Hanwha Techwin 
Middle East FZE

Hanwha Techwin 
South Korea HQ

Hanwha Techwin 
Europe

Hanwha Techwin 
Russia

Hanwha Techwin 
America

Hanwha Techwin 
Tianjin
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Hanwha Techwin Exceptional Cyber Protection
Hanwha Techwin operates a security vulnerability response team (S-CERT) to prevent illegal and unauthorized security breaches from 

external sources and internal security flaws.

Hanwha Techwin Products

Security Vulnerability Response

• External security vulnerability 

monitoring

• Response within five working days 

(firmware issuance)

• Security vulnerability report 

announced on website

Security Solution Development

• Device certification insurance 

management system development

• Unique device certificate and private 

key application

Product Security Quality 
Improvement

• Internal security check and test

• Periodic penetration test

• Cybersecurity whitepaper and Network 

Hardening guide distribution

Security Certification 
Acquisition

• Major security certifications  

acquisition

Network / Analog Cameras

Vertical specialized Cameras

Recording Solutions

Public View Monitors

Lenses, Encoders, Decoders

All-in-One Solutions

Hanwha Techwin

Wisenet is the signature brand of Hanwha Techwin that represents Hanwha Techwin’s excellent technologies and products.

Professional Security Product Lineups

With technological expertise spanning hardware design, manufacturing and software development, and in partnership with carefully 

selected technology solution providers, we are able to offer industry-specific solutions which solve real-life problems.

Wisenet solutions

Health

Logistics Prisons & 
Courthouses

Traffic Management

City Surveillance

Education

Hotel

Retail

Banking

Transport

Car park Management  
/ Access control

Residential

COVID-19 / Social 
Distancing

An ultimate premium series designed with the most advanced 

technology, delivers users outstanding video surveillance solution.

A series supercharged by the most powerful wisenet chipset  

gives the best video performance.

A basic entry series that delivers professional quality, ideal  

for securing small-to-mid sized applications.

A series of specialized cameras that ensure a reliable video 

surveillance system even in the most challenging conditions.
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partially or wholly, without formal authorization of Hanwha Techwin Co.,Ltd.

* Wisenet is the proprietary brand of Hanwha Techwin, formerly known as Samsung Techwin.

Hanwha Techwin Europe

Heriot House, Heriot Road, Chertsey, Surrey, KT16 9DT, United Kingdom
Tel :  +44.1932.57.8100 
Fax : +44.1932.57.8101
www.hanwha-security.eu
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